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A massive galaxy in its core formation phase three
billion years after the Big Bang
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Most massive galaxies are thought to have formed their dense stellar
cores in early cosmic epochs1–3. Previous studies have found galaxies
with high gas velocity dispersions4 or small apparent sizes5–7, but so
far no objects have been identified with both the stellar structure and
the gas dynamics of a forming core. Here we report a candidate core
in the process of formation 11 billion years ago, at redshift z 5 2.3.
This galaxy, GOODS-N-774, has a stellar mass of 100 billion solar
masses, a half-light radius of 1.0 kiloparsecs and a star formation rate
of 90z45

{20 solar masses per year. The star-forming gas has a velocity
dispersion of 317 6 30 kilometres per second. This is similar to the
stellar velocity dispersions of the putative descendants of GOODS-
N-774, which are compact quiescent galaxies at z < 2 (refs 8–11)
and giant elliptical galaxies in the nearby Universe. Galaxies such as
GOODS-N-774 seem to be rare; however, from the star formation
rate and size of this galaxy we infer that many star-forming cores may
be heavily obscured, and could be missed in optical and near-infrared
surveys.

We identified the candidate forming core, GOODS-N-774, using the
3D-HST catalogues in the five CANDELS (Cosmic Assembly Near-
Infrared Deep Extragalactic Legacy Survey) fields12. GOODS-N-774 has
a circularized effective radius of re 5 1.0 kpc from Hubble Space Tele-
scope (HST) F160W (H160) Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) imaging;13 a
stellar mass of 1:0|1011M8 (refs 12, 14; M8, solar mass); rest-frame
UVJ colours consistent with a star-forming galaxy; and a Spitzer Multi-
band Imaging Photometer (MIPS) 24mm flux of 104mJy. Figure 1 shows
the stellar mass density profile derived from the observed H160 surface
brightness profile corrected for the HST point spread function15. The
surface density profile is strikingly similar to the average profile of mas-
sive quiescent galaxies at z < 2 (red line), and much more concentrated
than the average profile of massive star-forming galaxies at that redshift13

(light blue).
The near-infrared spectrum of GOODS-N-774 is shown in Fig. 2. The

continuum is clearly detected, along with emission lines that we identify
as Ha and [N II] redshifted to z 5 2.300. The gas velocity dispersion is
s 5 317 6 30 km s21, equivalent to a full-width at half-maximum of
750 km s21. Typically, objects with such large linewidths are mergers
or are dominated by active galactic nuclei4 (AGNs). If the line emission
in GOODS-N-774 is partly or largely due to the presence of an AGN,
its velocity dispersion, size and stellar mass measurements would not
be reliable.

There is no evidence for the presence of an AGN in GOODS-N-774.
It is not detected in the deep Chandra 2 Ms X-ray data in GOODS-
North with an X-ray luminosity upper limit of LX , 1.2 3 1042 erg s21.
Although an AGN cannot be conclusively ruled out, this upper limit is
consistent with the star formation rate of the galaxy. Also, the galaxy
has line ratios [O III]/[O II] 5 0.7 6 0.5, [O III]/Hb5 1.2 6 0.9 and [N II]/
Ha5 0.4 6 0.1, indicating that the gas is in a low-ionization state.

Therefore, stellar photoionization and, hence, ultimately, star formation,
is the likely origin of the line emission. Finally, the observed infrared
spectral energy distribution (SED) requires strong polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon emission to simultaneously explain the MIPS 24mm and
Herschel data (Fig. 3), effectively ruling out the presence of a dominant
AGN. We quantified this by fitting composite SEDs with varying AGN
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Figure 1 | Structural properties of GOODS-N-774. a, Surface density profile
of GOODS-N-774 (blue line), as derived from deep WFC3 H160 imaging. Error
bars are s.d. The galaxy has a mass of 1:0|1011M8 and an effective radius
of re 5 1.0 kpc. The light blue curve shows the average profile of 67 star-forming
galaxies at 1.9 , z , 2.1 with 10.9 , log(Mstellar) , 11.2 (refs 12, 13). The red
curve shows the average profile of 24 quiescent galaxies with the same mass and
redshift selection criteria. b–d, Colour images show GOODS-N-774 (b), a
typical quiescent galaxy (c) and a typical star-forming galaxy (d). Vertical
bars along the x axis in a indicate effective radii for the galaxies in b–d
(colour-coded). The structure of GOODS-N-774 is similar to that of
massive quiescent galaxies.
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contributions16. The best fit is obtained for a pure star-forming template
with no AGN contribution (Fig. 3).

We infer that the linewidth of GOODS-N-774 is among the highest
measured for a normal star-forming galaxy at high redshift (Extended
Data Fig. 1). If the gas is in a disk, it is rotating with a velocity of Vrot <
550 km s21, or Vrot < 680 km s21 after correcting for inclination. The
observed gas velocity dispersion of 317 km s21 is similar to the median
stellar velocity dispersion of 304 km s21 in a sample of quiescent gal-
axies at z 5 1.5–2.2 with median mass 1:9|1011M8 (refs 8–11; Fig. 4).

The inferred dynamical mass is 1:5|1011M8, which is roughly 1.5
times the stellar mass, suggesting a gas fraction of= 50%. In Fig. 4, we
explicitly compare the dynamical and structural properties of GOODS-
N-774 with those of galaxies in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) and
those of quiescent galaxies at z < 2. The galaxy has a much smaller size
and a higher velocity dispersion than do SDSS galaxies of the same total
dynamical mass. Its properties are very similar to those of the samples
of quiescent galaxies at z < 2 that have been compiled over the past few
years, and we infer that we have identified an example of star-forming
galaxies in this region of parameter space.

The Ha luminosity is (3.4 6 0.4) 3 1042 erg s21, which implies a min-
imum star formation rate (with no reddening correction) of ,16M8 yr21

for a Chabrier initial mass function17,18. The red colour of the galaxy
(R606 2 H160 5 4.2 mag), and the fact that it is detected with MIPS and
Herschel, suggests that the actual, dust-corrected star formation rate is
much higher. The 24mm flux alone indicates a star formation rate of
135M8 yr21 (ref. 19). Fitting the 24 mm–500 mm data with empirical
composite star-forming SEDs16 or theoretical models20 gives slightly

lower values than do the 24mm data alone, and we infer that the star
formation rate is 90z45

{20 M8 yr{1. This confirms that the star formation
is highly obscured, with ,3 mag of extinction in the direction of the Ha
emission and an infrared/ultraviolet luminosity ratio of >200.

GOODS-N-774 has a specific star formation rate of ,1 3 1029 yr21,
which places it on the star-forming sequence at z 5 2.3 (ref. 19). If the
galaxy had a constant star formation rate leading up to the epoch of
observation, then its mass was built up over a period of ,1 Gyr since
z < 3.3. Although short compared with the age of the Universe at z 5
2.3, this build-up phase is ,200 dynamical times, which is longer than
expected from the Kennicutt–Schmidt law21. This suggests that the gal-
axy had a higher star formation rate in the past, or that the star forma-
tion rate has been throttled by the rate of gas accretion onto the halo: a
galaxy with a stellar mass of M!~1:0|1011M8 would have a baryonic
accretion rate of *(60{120 )M8 yr{1 (ref. 22), in good agreement
with the observed star formation rate.

The gas in a galaxy such as this, growing by means of rapid star for-
mation in a deep gravitational potential well, should be rapidly enriched
with metals, and we would thus expect it to exhibit a high gas-phase
metallicity. This is consistent with what we observe: the galaxy has [N II]/
Ha5 0.4 6 0.1, which implies a high metallicity (12z log O=Hð Þ<9:05,
although the conversion23 is somewhat uncertain). After the star for-
mation phase, the gas is probably heated, expelled or both2,22. The qui-
escent core that remains will then probably evolve into a giant elliptical
galaxy2,3 with a central stellar metallicity that is similar to the gas-phase
metallicity of the star-forming core at high redshift24.

Galaxies such as GOODS-N-774 are rare. Candidate compact star-
forming galaxies with less extreme properties have been identified in
fairly large numbers5,6, but in the ,900 arcmin2 of the five 3D-HST
CANDELS fields there are only three objects at 2 , z , 3 with 24mm
fluxes of $100mJy, high central mass densities ( log M=M8ð Þrv1 kpc§
10:5; ref. 7) and concentrated stellar distributions (re # 1 kpc). We
observed all three galaxies with Keck I, and GOODS-N-774 is the only
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Figure 2 | Velocity dispersion of GOODS-N-774. Near-infrared spectrum in
two dimensions (a) and 1D (b) obtained with NIRSPEC on Keck I. The grey
curve is at the original resolution; the black curve shows the spectrum smoothed
with a 20 Å boxcar. The best-fit Gaussians to the Ha l 5 6,563 Å and [N II]
l 5 6,548 and 6,584 Å emission lines are shown in red. The velocity dispersion
is 317 6 30 km s21, which is equivalent to an inclination-corrected circular
velocity of Vrot < 680 km s21 if the gas is rotating in a disk. The rest-
frame equivalent width of Ha is 66 6 8 Å and its luminosity is
(3.4 6 0.4) 3 1042 erg s21.
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Figure 3 | Ultraviolet/far-infrared spectral energy distribution of GOODS-
N-774. Rest-frame ultraviolet/far-infrared photometry of GOODS-N-774.
Error bars are s.d. A stellar population synthesis model fit14 to the ultraviolet/
near-infrared SED is shown in grey. The black line shows the composite
star-formation/AGN SED16 that is the best fit to the mid- and far-infrared data.
This best fit has no AGN contribution and implies a star formation rate of
90M8 yr{1. For reference, the light blue line shows a composite SED with an
AGN contribution of 80%. The red curve shows a black body with a size of 1 kpc
and a bolometric luminosity of 1012 solar luminosities.
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confirmed candidate: GOODS-S-59816 has a narrow linewidth, whereas
COSMOS-8388 is difficult to interpret because it has an AGN. The num-
ber density we infer is ,1026 Mpc23 (including all three candidates),
compared with ,1024 Mpc23 for the overall population of galaxies with
dense cores at z < 2 (ref. 3).

This mismatch could imply that the lifetime of the compact star-
forming phase is very short, as has been suggested previously on the basis
of similar number density arguments4. It may be that we are witnessing
the aftermath of the contraction of a gravitationally unstable star-forming
disk25 or of a merger of large star-forming galaxies4. However, neither
tidal features nor extended wings are apparent in the surface density
distribution.

It is perhaps more likely that the lifetime of the compact star-forming
phase is relatively long and that we are missing many star-forming com-
pact galaxies in present surveys. From the compact morphology and
high star formation rate, we infer a high gas column density for this
object21: NH 5 2.6 3 1023 cm22. This gas column density is nearly an
order of magnitude higher than in an average ultraviolet-selected star-
forming galaxy at the same cosmic epoch26, and 2.5 orders of magni-
tude higher than in the disk of a typical galaxy in the local Universe21.
This high column density of gas in conjunction with the abundance of
metals implies27 a very high extinction: AV>100 mag for a screen (V,
visual band), and AV>6 mag if the dust and the stars are mixed. The
amount of extinction is driven by the dust column density, not the dust
mass, meaning that at fixed dust mass, a compact galaxy will be more
obscured than a large galaxy. The detection of rest-frame optical flux,
and of Ha emission, is inconsistent with such high values for extinction.
The dust distribution is probably non-uniform, and it may be that, for
GOODS-N-774, we are looking along a relatively unobscured line of sight.

More typical star-forming cores could be entirely obscured27,28, and
begin to resemble black bodies with temperatures of ,30 K (red curve
in Fig. 3; calculated using a radius of 1 kpc and a bolometric luminosity
of 1012 solar luminosities). It may be possible to select such obscured

progenitors at long wavelengths, near the peak of the redshifted dust
emission. It has been demonstrated that redshifts, sizes and velocity
widths of infrared-luminous galaxies can be measured from CO emission.
In fact, the closest analogues to GOODS-N-774 are the two submillimetre-
selected galaxies (SMGs) HDF 76 and N2850.2 (Fig. 4), which have high
linewidths and small sizes in the CO line4. It will be interesting to deter-
mine whether the stellar distributions of these galaxies are similar to the
gas distribution, or whether these are dense star-forming regions inside
larger galaxies.

Longer-wavelength studies of large, unbiased samples can show whether
GOODS-N-774 is an example of a parent population of compact star-
forming galaxies that are heavily obscured4. There may also be mul-
tiple paths to a compact, quiescent galaxy: some (such as HDF 76 and
N2850.24) may form most of their stars in mergers with star formation
rates of>1,000M8 yr{1, whereas others (such as GOODS-N-774) may
grow relatively slowly in an obscured, accretion-throttled mode. What-
ever the dominant mode turns out to be, because the stars in dense cores
account for 10–20% of the total z < 2 stellar mass density3, star-forming
cores should account for a significant fraction of all star formation in
the high-redshift Universe.

Very recently, evidence supporting our conclusions has been posted
online29.

Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items
andSourceData, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique
to these sections appear only in the online paper.
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Figure 4 | Properties of GOODS-N-774
compared with quiescent galaxies. Comparisons
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galaxies. CO dynamics and CO sizes of two
compact SMGs from ref. 13 (HDF 76 and N2850.2)
are shown in grey. Error bars are s.d.
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METHODS
Spectral energy distribution. The candidate forming core was found using the
3D-HST catalogues in the five CANDELS fields. CANDELS is a 902-orbit Hubble
Space Telescope program that provides space-based optical and near-infrared imag-
ing across ,900 arcmin2 (refs 30, 31). Aperture photometry was performed to pro-
duce publicly available photometric catalogues and to derive stellar masses12,14. Spitzer
MIPS 24mm fluxes were determined using the same methodology as in ref. 32. The
derived fluxes are consistent with the public catalogue of ref. 33. Using the 24mm
data as position priors, we measure the 100–500mm fluxes from the ultra-deep Herschel
imaging in GOODS-North34. In sum, the rest-frame ultraviolet–optical data come
from HST/ACS, HST/WFC3 and ground-based optical telescopes; the rest-frame
near-infrared data are from Spitzer/IRAC; the mid-infrared point is from Spitzer/
MIPS; and the far-infrared data are from Herschel/PACS and SPIRE.
Keck spectroscopy. We observed GOODS-N-774 with the near infrared spectro-
graph (NIRSPEC) on the Keck I telescope in the K band, on 11 January 2014. The
total integration time was 6,000 s. We used the low-dispersion mode with a slit width
of 0.70, giving a spectral resolution of sinstr 5 6.1 Å in the rest frame. We fitted a
Gaussian to the Ha l 5 6,563 Å and [N II] l 5 6,548 and 6,584 Å emission lines
simultaneously and corrected for the instrumental resolution. The uncertainty in
the derived properties was determined by refitting the model with empirical reali-
zations of the noise.
HST grism spectroscopy. A WFC3/G141 grism spectrum of the object was obtained
as part of the 3D-HST survey35. 3D-HST is a near-infrared slitless spectroscopic
Treasury programme. We examined the grism spectrum after measuring a secure
redshift from the Keck/NIRSPEC spectrum. The redshifted [O II], Hb and [O III]
lines are detected with a significance of 1.5s–2.5s. GOODS-N-774 has optical emis-
sion line ratios [O III]/Hb5 1.2 6 0.9 and [N II]/Ha5 0.4 6 0.1, suggesting a level
of gas excitation that is slightly higher than the locus of star-forming galaxies in the
local Universe36 but at the low end for star-forming galaxies at z < 2 (ref. 37) in the
diagnostic BPT diagram.
X-ray constraints. GOODS-N-774 is in the Chandra Deep Field North, which has
been observed for a total of ,2 Ms with the Chandra X-ray satellite. The exposure
time at the location of GOODS-N-774 is 1.22 Ms. The galaxy is not in the publicly
available point-source catalogue of this field38. There are seven counts in a 30 aper-
ture centred on the object location in the full-band (0.5–8 keV) X-ray image, fully
consistent with the counts in random apertures in regions with the same exposure
time. Using the s.d. of the counts in random apertures, we derive a 2 s.d. upper limit
of six counts for the X-ray flux of GOODS-N-774. Using PIMMS v4.6b, we derive a
rest-frame 2–10 keV flux limit of FX , 2.9 3 10217 erg s21 cm22, corresponding to
a luminosity of LX , 1.2 3 1042 erg s21. We conclude that there is no evidence for
an AGN in GOODS-N-774. The upper limit is consistent with the star formation
rate of the galaxy39.
Gas column density. We derive the gas surface density using the Kennicutt–
Schmidt law21:

SSFR~ 2:5+0:7ð Þ|10{4 Sgas

1 M8 pc{2

! "1:4+0:15

M8 yr{1 kpc{2

Dynamical mass. We define dynamical mass as Mdyn 5 k(n)s2re/G, with the con-
stant k(n) depending on the Sérsic index: k(n) 5 8.87 2 0.831n 1 0.0241n2 (ref. 40).
GOODS-N-774 has a Sérsic index of n 5 2.9; the comparison samples of compact
quiescent galaxies at z < 2 (refs 1, 41–45) and SDSS galaxies with 0.058 , z , 0.060
have median indices of n 5 3.2 and n 5 4.1, respectively.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Linewidths of z < 2 star-forming and quiescent
galaxies. The linewidth of GOODS-N-774 (open box) is among the
highest measured for a normal star-forming galaxy at high redshift in Ha
emission26,46 (light blue) or CO emission4 (SMGs; dark blue). The gas velocity

dispersion is similar to the median stellar velocity dispersion of 304 km s21

in a sample of quiescent galaxies at z 5 1.5–2.2 with median mass of
1:9|1011M8(refs 8–11; red).
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